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ABSTRACT 
The Bio separation is stringent to the area of 

engineering for biochemistry. All bio separation operation 

should be suits to detach, purifying, or regain the coveted 

product. The bio separation depends on, essential property 

involved thermo constancy, solubility, diffusion, shipment, 

isoelectric pH, and other things. The purifying of biological 

products is get by a bio separations operations include a 

lengthy series of procedures, and all procedure needs the 

employ single or more unity operations, like filtrate, 

extraction, chromatography and desiccation. The Filtering 

isolate a components depending to volume while a liquid 

solute flux during a pored midst down a compressing 

differential. Super filtration of a protein solute at fixed size 

is completed with the addendum of H2O or buffer to the feed 

in an process named diafiltration. Fluid chromatography is 

a form of absorption operation, which is, depends on the 

affinity of different solution for specified form of solid. The 

generality efficiency chromatography process employ each 

the adsorption sites ready. While chromatography to 

purifying a protein is scaled up from the laboratory level, 

knowing of the laboratory elution profile is useful in 

interpreting the great level elution profile. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The purification of proteins is a group of 

operation meant to separate of protein of composition 

admixture. The purifying it necessary to description of 

position, constructing and reactions the interested 

molecules. The purifying operation perhaps isolate of 

proteins with other products, and lastly isolate of suitable 

protein of each another proteins. Bio separation of one 
protein of each other's is usually the almost onerous part 

of protein purification. Bio separation operation 

commonly  exploit variations in protein volume, physical 

and chemical property, binding affinity and bio active 

property. The pure product perhaps named protein 

isolation (1).  

    The purifying of bio molecules it is any of 

preparatory or analytical. Preparatory purifying goal to 

result a comparatively major quantum of pure protein for 

following utilize. Like the production of trade products as 

enzymes, nutrition likes soy protein, and sure 
pharmaceuticals like insulin. Different purification stages 

are predominating diffuse to eliminate the products, like 

host cell protein, that remove as a likely menace the 

health of patient's. Analytical purifying produces a 

comparatively tiny quantity from proteins to the set from 

researches, involved identifying, limit of quantity, and 

study the constructing of protein, next translate 

conversion. The Pepsin and urease can purify for degree 

it consider as crystallized (2, 3). 

When the biological materials is not excrete by 

organism to out the cells, the initial operation in the 

purifying step is disturbance the cells involved a protein. 

Based on how crisp the proteins are in addition to steady 
of cell in order to follows only method or tools,1) refined 

freezing and thawing, 2) ultra sound waves, 3) 

homogenizer with high push, 4) homogenizer to grinding, 

and 5) permeabilization with cleaner as Triton X-100 and 

enzymes. Finally, wreckage of cells can be extracted with 

centrifuge so the proteins and other dissolvable 

components stay in a supernatant. Too proteases are 

resulted through cell lyses, that would first to digest the 

proteins in a medium. When the interested proteins are 

susceptible for proteolysis, it must be use quick steps, and 

to store the products cooled, to go slow the digest. Instead 
of, single or more protease inhibitor could be added to 

lyses buffer instantly prior cell disturbance. at times it is 

important to use DNA ase because reducing a viscidity of 

the cell lysate resulted by a rise DNA contents (4). 

  

II. GEL CHROMATOGRAPHY 
 

The gel chromatography it is isolate the 

materials on the base of volume, usually in organically 

sol. Technicality it predominating utilized to test of 

polymer. Like the technicality, molecular sieve 

chromatography is headmost advanced during 1955 (5).  

Gel chromatography is belong to Moore of Chemical 

corporation which developed this way through 1964 (6).  

It is predominating important to isolate desired products, 

together to test them as well as to purifying the interested 

products. The materials is distinguish with a different of 

defines for molecular weighing involved the numbering 
rate molecular weighing, the molecular rate molecular 

weighing (Mw), volume rate moleculr weighing (Mz), or 

of stickiness moleculr weighing. GC authorize of 

limitation for  d also Mv  depending on another 

information. Gel chromatography isolate depends on the 

volume or hydrodynamic volume of materials. This vary 

of another isolation ways that based upon chemical or 

physical interaction to isolate the materials (7). Isolation 

get with usage of porous beads filled in a pillar.  
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  The least particle could come in the pores further 

readily then thus expend further time in the pores, rising 

their detention time. The least particles expend further 

time in the column and thus will elute latest. 

Contrariwise, bigger molecules expend small when 

whatever period at of pore then is eluted fast (figure -1). 

Each column includes a rate of molecular weighing which 

can be isolated.  

Whether a particle is overly great, it will be pass, 

contrariwise, when the molecules is overly tiny, it 
perhaps be pass fully. molecules which are pass,  are 

removed plus liberated amount out a  beads (Vo), but the  

molecules which are fully retain are removed by amount 

at solution attached through a pore (Vi). A whole size 

able deem with  next formula, Vg equal to size for beads 

with Vt it represent whole size (7).   

It give conclude, thither it determined rate of 

moleculr weighting which able isolated with all pillar, 

thus a volume of  pores to packing must select depending 

for  rate of moleculr weighting at molecules then it 

isolated. To polymer isolation a pores volume must at a 

request for polymer it resolved. When the specimen own 

wide moleculr weighting rate which perhaps consider 

important for utilize some GC pillar at tandem for solve a 

specimen completely.  

Gel chromatography is predominating utilized to 

limit the prorated molecular weighting of polymer 

specimen also the distribute of molecular weighting. The 

Gel chromatography fact is measurement the molecular 

size and form job like define by the essential. If 
comparable criterion are utilized, the partial information 

can be utilized to limit molecular weighting during ± 5% 

reliability. Polystyrene criterions with disparities of low 

of 1.2 are usually utilized to calibration of gel 

chromatography (8). Unluckily, polystyrene head for to 

be a so longitudinal polymer and so as a criterion it is 

only benefit to be comparable with another polymers, 

which are recognized to be longitudinal, and of 

comparatively the selfsame volume. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Elution of molecules in gel chromatography based on molecular size. 

 

III. ION EXCHANGE 

CHROMATOGRAPHY 
 

Ion exchange chromatography isolate charged 

materials depend at the affinity for beads. Which based at 
the type of charge of material involved big protein, tiny 

nucleotide, with amino acid? The exchanger should be 

occurs at state which is single unity afar of the IP (9). 

There were 2  kind of  exchanger named anion exchanger 

and cation exchanger. Cation exchanger it use if a 

materials for desire has positive charge (figure- 2). 

Molecules that carry positive charged belong to the pH 

for chromatography is least of the pI (10). The  

chromatography represented in, the steady phase is 
negative in  charge therefore the  positive charged 

materials are laden to be bind with beads. Anion 

exchanger if in steady state which is positive in charge 

therefore the negative charged materials are bind with 

beads (11). It is predominatingly utilized in protein 

isolation, water analyze (12,13), and goodness 

monitoring. The water soluble and molecules with charge 

as protein, amino acid, and peptide link to beads that has 
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opposite charge with formation ionic link to the 

unsolvable steady phase (14). The equilibrated steady 

phase contents of an ionizable action group if the desired 

materials of a mixture to be isolated and quantified can 

link whilst transient during a pillar with cation state phase 

that use in isolate materials with anion charge. Cationic  

exchanger it use with interested  materials in isolate the 

cationic and anionic exchanger it use in isolate anions 

(15). A restricted materials after that are removed then 

collect through use some eluant that involved anion and 
cation with passing high concentration from materials 

during a pillar or inconstant pH for pillar. The advantages 

of use ion chromatography is because interaction include 

during the isolation as opposite  to another separation 

techniques, thus, ion chromatography perhaps have 

higher matrix toleration. Other advantage of  ion 

exchange, is the predictability of elution type (16).  There 

are too disadvantages include if applied ion exchange 

chromatography, as fixed development through the 

technicality that cause the contradiction of column to 

column (17). A great determination to this purification 

way is which it is restricted with ionizable group. 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2: Ion Exchanger Technology 

 

IV. AFFINITY CHROMATOGRAPHY 
    

Affinity chromatography is a process of 
separation a biomaterials of a mix, depends on a very 

specified macromolecular bind interaction among the bio 

materials and other matter. The specified kind of bind 

interaction based on the bio materials of benefit, antigen 

and antibody, enzyme and substrate, receptor and ligand, 

or proteins plus nucleic acid (18). Bind reactions were 

considerably used for separation different biomaterials. 

Affinity chromatography it benefit in selection and 

accuracy the isolation (19). Affinity chromatography 

gather benefit of specified bind interactions between the 

analyze of targeted, and a bind ligand. For affinity 
chromatography test, a ligand it linked for solid, 

unsolvable form generally the polymers like agarose and 

polyacrylamide adjusted to exhibit reactively function 

sets and that can react with ligand, formation constant 

covalent bond (20, 21).  The materials, which bind for 

ligand stay, linked to constant stage. The washing buffer 

it after that used in eject not ask bio materials with disrupt 

them weakly reactions with a steady state, whilst a bio 

materials for benefit stay bind. Desired biomaterials 

perhaps after that be extracted by apply that called elution 

buffer, that destroy interactions among the bond of 

biomaterials and a ligand. Desire materials are so 

recovered with elution buffer (22).  

The affinity chromatography do not need the 
moleculr weighting, charges, hydrophobicity, or another 

physical features to analyze in desire  to become 

recognized, though knowing the  bind features it benefit 

at designing for isolation program (23).  

Affinity chromatography is utilize with many 

test, involved nucleic acids purifying, proteins purifying 

(24) of cell extract, also purifying of blood. the use of 

affinity chromatography, first for isolate protein which 

bound a assured piece of proteins which not bound which 

specified  piece (25). In order to this technicality of 

purifying depend on the features of the proteins need, the 

protein has purified much fold in single step (26). 
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Figure 3: Affinity Chromatography Application 
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